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Equating is a statistical process that is 
used in situation where several alternate 
forms of a test exist and scores earned on 
different forms are compared to each other. 
Currently, a number of procedures have been 
developed in equating. For example, linear 
equating, equipercentile equating, IRT true 
score equating as well as observed score 
equating. Typically, after the item parameters 
are estimated and converted to be on the 
same scale, the IRT true score equating can 
be employed to transform scores between 
different forms. However, this method is 
based on strong model assumptions, which 
likely do not hold precisely in certain real 
testing situations. The proposed procedure 
used nonparametric regression methods such 
as kernel smoothing to estimate item 
2characteristics curves (ICCs) for each item. 
The estimated ICCs then are added together 
resulting in an estimated true score from 
which the IRT true score equating can be 
utilized. A full-scale simulation study is 
design to investigate the performance of our 
procedure, especially for equating errors. 
Meanwhile, the comparisons of behaviors of 
our method with other equating approaches is 
reported and carefully discussed.
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( item characteristic curve , ICC )。在進行
IRT真分數等化前，要先估計所選擇之試題
作答模式的參數，通常使用LOGIST
( Wingersky , Barton & Lord,1982 )或
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